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We thank past members and instructors – in
particular Dave Cope Sensei and all of the club’s
past Presidents – for keeping the spirit and energy of
the club alive for the last 20 years. We also thank
Warwick Sport for the funding and encouragement
we continue to receive.
Lastly, we thank the current students of Warwick
Aikido, who have made this year’s training both
enjoyable and rewarding and have helped with the
setting up of the dojo for this weekend. We hope
they have found their Aikido experience as
enjoyable and fulfilling as ours and that they will
promote the good health of the club for years to
come as it is this group of students to whom we hand
over the dojo to keep it alive for future generations.
We hope everybody enjoys this weekend’s training
and we look forward to seeing you all in ten years’
time for our 30th Anniversary Celebration.
The Club Exec
Szevone Chin – President
Alfie Ramshaw – Secretary
Tom Tam – Treasurer
Max Peacock – Social Secretary

Editorial and Welcome
Welcome to Warwick University and to this special
20th Anniversary Celebration. We would like to
thank you all for attending; for those that have
travelled long distances we are very grateful indeed.
This seminar is the result of the combined efforts of
many people but special thanks are due to the
following: to Ian Grubb Sensei, without whose
efforts 20 years ago we would not be here today to
celebrate this occasion; and to Chris Mooney
Shihan, who celebrates over 25 years’ teaching in
university dojos and who is our current instructor –
his energy and enthusiasm keep us training week-inweek-out. To all the teachers who have travelled
many miles to come and train with us: we are
indebted to you for your time and patience.
Several people have helped behind the scenes with
the organisation of this weekend’s event. Tim
Sullivan has nagged and cajoled many people into
providing articles for this booklet. Rob Evans has
been tireless in assisting the exec and making sure
all our efforts come together as planned. Milena
Kremakova is, as always, our unofficial
photographer (expect a thousand photographs to be
circulated in the following days).
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efforts in this task. As a teacher he embodies
excellent technical skills. He is, as most of us know,
a teacher who is humorous and he is caring in his
approach to dealing with experienced students and
beginners alike. As most of you know, apart from
his responsibilities in the UK, Mooney Sensei has a
remit to teach in Europe. Over the years, apart from
coaching in Universities, Mooney Sensei has
conducted seminars and supported Aikido clubs in
France, Switzerland, Greece, Germany and Israel.
The coming Course brings together a number of
excellent, senior aikidoka from the aforementioned
countries. I am sure the weekend course will be
enjoyed by all who attend.

From the President of British
Birankai (Joe Curran)
The weekend of March 1st/2nd 2008 heralds a
milestone in the history of the Warwick University
Aikido section. I would like to extend my most
sincere and warmest best regards to everyone both
past and present on the achievement of reaching the
20 year anniversary since the club’s inception in
1988. I would like to express my admiration and
respects to the students who have been party to the
club’s continued success. The fact that the classes
are still taking place after such a long time indicates
to me that there is a serious, enthusiastic and
committed group of students practising at Warwick.
With all the possible distractions to training the fact
that there is a core group of students at Warwick
University training in Aikido says much about the
nature and character of the trainees. Many thanks go
to the officers of the club. They do much work
behind the scenes and do an excellent job.

In conclusion I wish Warwick University Aikido all
the very best. May your dojo go from strength to
strength in the coming years. May I also thank you
for your most gracious invitation to take part in the
event. I look forward to meeting one and all.
Joe Curran
Curran Sensei holds the rank of 6th dan, Shidoin. He
is Chief Instructor of Sakumei Kan Aikido Dojo
(Newcastle-upon-Tyne) and is President of British
Birankai.

I would also like to pay tribute not only to the
students attending the classes but to all the
Instructors who have supported the section over the
years. I am very fortunate to know most of your
current and past teachers. I have a great deal of
respect not only for their technical abilities but for
their characters. I would like first to thank your
founder Ian Grubb Sensei for taking on the
responsibility of starting up the group many years
ago. I also understand that an important part of the
instruction during this period was undertaken by
Simone Ford. I am sure you as a group appreciated
the efforts of both these instructors. In due course
you have also had as group leaders well respected
aikidoka such as Dave Cope Sensei and Chris
Mooney Shihan along with visiting instructors such
as Tony Cassells Shihan, Davinder Bath Sensei, to
mention a few.
These teachers, with their
considerable Aikido skills combined with their
enthusiasm and commitment to the club and their
leadership qualities, I am sure have contributed to
the success of the Warwick University dojo.
Finally, I would like to pay tribute to Mr Mooney.
We go back a long way together (as I also do with
the aforementioned above). It seems to me that I
cannot recall a time when Mooney Shihan has not
been present. He is almost like my shadow!!!
I believe that there are few teachers of Aikido today
who have such a love of the Art and spend so much
time, energy and financial resources in the effort to
transmit quality Aikido both here in the UK and
Europe as Mooney Shihan. His work over the years
is an example to all. No one can doubt his total
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take up Aikido at university are usually just leaving
their home and family structures. The first year of
university can be one of self-exploration, perhaps
homesickness – and, of course, the partying that
Mum and Dad would never allow at home! In later
years, the pressures of academic work and jobhunting take precedence. The Aikido process can
help to release these pressures in a constructive and
strengthening way; it’s not about letting off steam
like in a gym or a game of basketball, but more
about centring them in themselves and their lives.
Martial arts practice is a unique environment and it
is essentially about steeling yourself, as best you
can, for the unknown – including, for example, one’s
future career. University is also a time and place for
networking, for building friendships that will, in
many cases, last a lifetime. It seems to me that the
pains, difficulties, challenges and facing of fears that
take place in a dojo all help to deepen the roots of
these connections.

Strengthening the Sapling
(Chris Mooney)
In 1981, I was affiliated to the British Aikido
Federation; I had also been a member of the West
Midlands Aikikai under William Smith Shihan. I
was then twenty-three, and I was asked to start
teaching Aikido classes at Aston University.
Twenty-five years later, I’m still there, working in
British universities, particularly Aston, Birmingham
and Warwick. In 1986, my own master, T.K. Chiba
Shihan, returned to teach in the UK, and I was
fortunate to be able to host him at the Munrow
Sports Centre of Birmingham University for the
1988 summer school. This is just one example of
the relationship between Aikido and universities in
the UK.
Teaching Aikido in a university environment is a
difficult job: the students are only there for three or
four years – or perhaps are postgraduates or
members of staff. This can seem quite limiting,
perhaps even hopeless. However, despite that, there
are many dan grades and teachers practising today
who began their Aikido journey at university and
have continued with it. I’m very pleased that so
many of them are coming to the anniversary
celebrations at Warwick.

I see how Aikido can make a difference to young
people while they are at university. Often, I don’t
know how it goes on to affect them in later life,
although I’m confident that the experience stays
with them in a positive way. Every now and then,
though, out of the blue, one of the “old guard” will
send me a letter or an email: then, there is no doubt
that studying Aikido, even for a short time, has been
hugely important to them.

Over the years, I’ve found that Aikido is a useful,
constructive, wholesome approach to many things –
in particular, to academic life. The students who

Ian Grubb laid the foundations of the Warwick
Aikido group in 1988. He served well, leading the
club until the class of 1993–94, when work
commitments meant that he had to move away from
the university area. Ian was training with me at the
time, so it was natural that I would look after the
continued instruction of the group. Because of my
own commitments at Ei Mei Kan and Aston and
Birmingham Universities, I asked David Cope (now
3rd dan, Shidoin) to take over the running of the
class. He served for a long time, leaving in the
spring of 2002 – and then I found myself going to
Warwick. I did so because of the value that I saw
there. Warwick is a rich, progressive and far-seeing
university, and not just in a commercial sense; there
is real gold to be found in its students. The more
that I thought about it, the more natural it became:
the treasures of the future are contained in the
young, so where better for me to invest my time?
But, again, only three years to work with! In fact,
this has been blessing, not a curse. I am grateful to
all the students down the years; they have been fine
teachers to me. In hindsight, teaching at universities
has been the foundation of my teaching practice.
For a quarter of a century, every year, I have had to

Chris Mooney Shihan at the ryokan (guest-house) in
Hakone, Japan, November 2006. [JH]
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return to the root; with every new crop, I must go
back to basics. It cannot be avoided.

look to the future and even greater things. This
strong sapling can yet grow into a mighty tree.

Besides Ian Grubb and David Cope, whom I have
already mentioned, there are other people whose
contribution to the story of Aikido at Warwick and
this year’s celebrations ought to be recognised. Of
course, many thanks are due to the University of
Warwick itself for its continued support for our
group. In particular, I would like to thank Mr Terry
Monnington, the Director of Physical Education and
Sport, for his exceptional drive and vision in seeing
that physical education has a vital rôle to play in
university life. The current President, Szevone
Chin, has played an important part in the group for
many years, and has been instrumental in making the
current celebrations possible. I should also thank
Tim Sullivan, another former President, for quietly
and persistently working towards this anniversary
for many years. Indeed, all the former Presidents
and Chairmen, and those to come, deserve a
mention: without their invaluable assistance, my
association with their respective universities would
never have been possible.

Finally, I would like to offer my sincere appreciation
and thanks to my teacher, T.K. Chiba Sensei, for his
patience and guidance. My thanks also go to all the
teachers and members of Birankai – and, through
them all, the spirit of the Founder himself.
Chris Mooney
Mooney Sensei began Aikido in 1973. He holds the
rank of 6th dan, conferred on him by T.K. Chiba
Shihan; in the autumn of 2006, Mooney Sensei
journeyed to Japan and personally received his
Shihan accreditation from Moriteru Ueshiba Doshu.

Memories of Warwick
(Ian Grubb)

I was 19 years old and had been training in Aikido
for only a year when I went to Warwick University
in the Autumn of 1987. The choice was primarily
because there was an Aikido club there and I wanted
to continue my training. Having signed up at
More and more I’m optimistic about this generation freshers’ fair I underwent a term’s training in what
in the twenty-first century. I see that they have a turned out to be Ki Society, not what I had been
great capacity and vision to reflect and move on. I used to, but Aikido nonetheless. Having returned
have a vision that in the near future, there will be a home for the holidays I was promptly pulled up on
more widespread understanding in western cultures the change in style and duly pointed in the direction
of the important rôle that martial training can play in of Davinder Bath who had recently joined the
people’s lives – and, in particular, the lives of young association and was teaching at Coventry
adults. In the East, martial culture has been Polytechnic (as was). With time on my hands, a car
understood; in this part of the world, it has been and this new introduction I soon ended up travelling
forgotten at times. Reading the articles submitted regularly to Birmingham to train with Tony Cassells,
for this newsletter, though, I am convinced of the Mr Bill Smith and Gordon Jones, all senior
value of martial training for now and the future. instructors within what was then the West Midlands
Therefore, on this celebratory occasion, we can also Aikikai. I progressed quite quickly at this point as I
was training 5 or six days a
week and full weekend
courses whenever possible.
One course I remember well
was run by Davinder Bath at
the Polytechnic under Tony
Cassells. I was 3rd kyu and
very keen. In the bar after
class I was prompted to start
a class at Warwick as the Ki
Society club had folded with
the loss of their instructor. I
spent the next few days
furiously finding out how to
go about starting a club. As
it turned out I just need 10
names on a list as members,
a joining fee of £1 each and 2
Aikido course at Warwick University with Chris Mooney Shihan, 1991. [IG]
club officers. Since it was
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the middle of the academic year I could not attract
members by holding a stall at freshers’ fair.
Undeterred I set about harassing everyone in my hall
of residence and on my course with the great line of
“just sign here and give me one pound. I am starting
an Aikido club. You don’t have to come if you
don’t want to, but I need some members to start it.”
I never was much of a marketeer! Amazingly the
ploy worked and I managed to get some 25 names
together. I think that this was more to do with the
fact that they were bored of listening to me talk
about it than anything else. Two weeks after the
course in Coventry I held my first class, somewhat
apprehensively. There were only four or five of us
and we went through rolls and basic taisabaki. It
must have been OK because they all came
back………. for at least one more class at any rate.
The best years of the club for me were the first. I
was still a student along with everyone else and met
up with people outside of the dojo on campus, so it
seemed more like a group of peers training together
than an instructor running a club. There were lots of
courses organised by different universities and
polytechnics in the association and Chris Mooney
was put at the head of coordinating their progress by
the association due to his involvement with
Birmingham and Aston Universities. On many
occasions we hired out the University minibus and
drove it out to Birmingham, Coventry or Leicester.
It was in the second year that a specific group who
were very special to me joined up. We had a large
group join from the freshers’ fair, many remained to
the end and even into the next few years. Two
oriental ladies from this group designed a club logo
from which T-shirts and a banner were produced.
Training was hot as we were in the small hall at the
top of the sports centre which opened onto the
balcony of the swimming pool. The heat from the
pool would rise into the room and even in the winter

made it more like training in a sauna than anything
else. Classes would often be cut short by the lights
going out at a crucial moment as the sports
attendants decided that they wanted to go home for
the evening. Despite complaints due to safety it
certainly made practice interesting.
The most frustrating thing about teaching at the
University was that people would work hard all term
and make good progress only to go home for the
holidays and forget it all so that we had to start again
the next term. Despite best intentions and a lot of
effort finding other clubs local to them it rarely
worked out that people managed to train in their
holidays for one reason or another. That said,
people did make good progress and a number
managed to get to 4th or 3rd kyu in their time at the
club. Hopefully it was a good foundation if they
wished to carry it on beyond university, if not at
least a worthwhile experience while they were there.
One lady who did take it beyond was Simone Ford.
She arrived in my second year as 4th kyu from
another association and progressed to 1st kyu. She
started to teach a second night of the week in order
to improve development within the club, and
increase people’s training time for the term. It also
gave the dojo a female teacher, which proved
invaluable as a rôle model for the female students.
There are many other stories and incidents that I
could recount from the 5 years or so that I taught at
the club before passing it over to David Cope, but I
will leave that for others to do. All I will say is that
I enjoyed it very much and consider it a foundational
stepping stone for teaching at other clubs at later
times. The people that I came into contact with will
always stay with me.
With fond memories,
Ian Grubb
Grubb Sensei began Aikido in 1986 and founded the
University
of
Warwick
Aikido Club two years later.
He now holds the rank of 5th
dan, Shidoin, and is Chief
Instructor of Mei Jyu Kan
Aikido Dojo (Albrighton and
Wolverhampton, UK), which
celebrated
its
tenth
anniversary in 2007.

Ian Grubb Sensei with the Warwick Aikido class of 1990. [IG]
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students by nature tend to be “stuck in their heads”.
They are cerebrally overstimulated and a little out of
contact with their bodies. Aikido is an ideal way to
get them back in contact with their own bodies and
with the earth. Also one gets a direct experience of
quality contact with other people. Aikido breaks
through any barriers that may exist because of age,
sex or culture and we come into contact with our
fellow aikidoka on a deeper level (warts and all).
This experience was invaluable to me and opened up
a new world, which has allowed me to develop
myself and my life choices in away that would never
have happened without it. As an 18 year-old fresh
from school and home, my life experiences were
very limited but full of potential. I believe that
without the stimulation of Aikido, I would not have
been able to explore that potential to the degree that
I have.
I must say a special thanks to my teacher, Chris
Mooney, who has continued all these years to teach
at the universities. As a teacher, I know that it can
be very frustrating to try to instil a sense of quality
in the university environment, battling against
noises, interruptions and priority changes from the
universities’ sports centres. Most frustrating of all is
that the students seem to spend half the year off the
mat, with holidays, exams et c., and just when they

Ian Grubb Sensei with Chris Howlin (uke) at the British
Birankai Autumn Course in Wishaw, Scotland. October
2007. [TS]

Aikido at University, My
Experience (Matt Teale)
I was an unlikely martial artist.
Starting my university course, I was a shy, selfconscious eighteen year-old with no confidence in
my physical abilities. I was looking for something
physical to do and had become interested at the same
time in eastern philosophy. Since my room-mate
wasn’t free on the Karate night, we decided to have
a go at Aikido. I had no idea that this would be a
decision that would shape my life.
I had heard of Aikido but had no idea what it was. It
quickly gripped me. I was inspired by the image of
Japan and the philosophy embodied in the form.
There was a beauty in the movements while at the
same time being very challenging.
I was very lucky to have accidentally happened upon
a teacher of such quality, who emphasised the
quality of contact between uke and nage while at the
same time demonstrating a soft, natural power which
fascinated me.
Soon we were travelling between Birmingham and
Aston universities to get more training. We were a
close group of aikidoka and my social life revolved
around this group. Having a five-year course, I was
part of the university dojos longer than most and
continued to train there until I left the country. On
returning, I taught at Aston University and so was
able to see the process from the other side.
My personal experience is of Aikido being a very
positive influence in university life.
University

Chris Mooney Shihan and Matt Teale Sensei (uke) at
Labaroche. April 2007. [AdS]
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are beginning to get the idea, they leave. Although
it is very stimulating to work with so many young,
bright people, it has taken a great deal of dedication
for him to continue over the years.
Matt Teale
Teale Sensei began Aikido at Birmingham
University in 1985. He now holds the rank of 4th
dan, Shidoin, and is Chief Instructor of Aikido at
Panellinios (Athens, Greece).

between them. In this big city, it was a comfort to
have some friendly faces. It felt to me like I was
joining a community, a network of people who know
each other, who look out for each other and who
have shared experiences. They would tell stories of
their Aikido training with that knowing look and
smile. That look of expressing something which
cannot be said with words – you have to experience
it to know what is being talked about!
I struggled on with the training. There was
something to this Aikido, I knew it! Just keep
going, just keep looking and see what you find!

Aikido at University: the Start
of My Journey of SelfDiscovery (Iona Ellis)

I seemed to find rolling more of a problem than
other new students. I could not let go. I did not
want to fall and hurt myself. After about two
months, I hired a room in the sports hall on my own,
laid out some mats and just did it. Roll, roll, roll …
bang, bang, bang. I pushed myself to overcome this
fear of letting go, of hurting myself. It is funny how
my feeling of wanting to protect myself was the
thing that was stopping me from learning how to
protect myself! After about half an hour of just
rolling I was able to just do it, and not think about it.
It still hurt, but I was not afraid of it. This was a
breakthrough for me.

In October 1995 I left my home in the hills of Wales
of more than 18 years to go to the big city of
Birmingham to Aston University.
The change to my life would be huge: moving from
a very rural area to the UK’s second largest city;
from knowing all of the people in the local village
and in the nearest town to knowing no-one. It was a
daunting and exciting prospect.
I had no intention of starting a martial art. I
stumbled upon it in the freshers’ sports fair. I joined
up and went to class. It was painful, uncomfortable
and bizarre! Having to fall over was painful and
embarrassing. Having to hold a stranger by the wrist
felt very weird. So, the odds were stacked against
me continuing to practice.

After starting to overcome this fear of falling, I was
able to enjoy training much more. It was still
strange and still very challenging; I was pushed and
stretched, by myself and others. But anything worth
having does not come easy. I started going to Ei
Mei Kan dojo as well as the club at Aston. By the
end of the year I was training four nights a week. I
was hooked.

In the very early stages, it was the people who kept
me going back. The returning students were very
friendly and you could see the close connections

Each one of us has our own personal story of Aikido
training; how it started, why it happened that way,
why we stayed, what made us carry on. But also it
is a shared journey, as each student who practices
Aikido has walked the same path. I was always very
conscious of this, especially through the first few
months; how the other more senior students knew
what I was talking about and what I was feeling –
they had all been there.
This shared journey is what forges the friendships. I
think this is what I saw in the other students eyes
when they would tell their stories in those early days
– you cannot understand until you have been there
yourself. In this sense, I think Aikido is a hidden
art. I find it is not something you can learn through
reading, watching or talking (though this can help at
times); you have to do it, feel it; you have to get it
from the inside.
Iona Ellis during bokken practice at West Quantoxhead,
Somerset. September 2007. [IE]

I believe that without Aikido, I would be a different
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person, in a different place. The training has had a
subtle but deep impact on me. I used to think about
how I can take the lessons I learn in the dojo and
apply them to the ‘outside world’. After a time, I
began to realise that this happens anyway, without
my efforts and without me realising.

happened. I have learned so much about myself,
also about how I can manage and develop myself.
This is a true gift. It is the key to my continued
development and has become one vehicle through
which I feel more fulfilled and get the most out of
my life. I enjoy the variety which training brings,
body art, Jo, Bokken, Batto-Ho, Zazen. The practice
is so profound and so extensive. There is always
something new; each action is a new experience.

Life presents challenges. Do I take the safe route,
stand well back and protect myself? Or do I go in,
trust that I will take the ukemi and come up again,
having a new experience? Isn’t this what life is all
about anyway? Having new experiences, seeing
what you can do, seeing what is possible, seeing
what is there?

I must reserve a special note for my teacher,
Mooney Sensei. Without him, I would not be where
I am. The more I train the more I realise his
patience and his dedication to the transmission of
Aikido. As well as his patience with each new crop
of students year after year, I see his patience with
me. Even after over 12 years of training, I still have
a long way to go. He is a real example of an
Aikidoka and Sensei.

The nature of the university classes I found was very
conducive to starting to train in Aikido – all new
beginners together, doing basic things, over and over
and over again, week after week. This drilling,
forging the basics, I have found to be a good base
from which to start. Today, I am challenged by how
to teach new beginners in the dojo, when they come
into a general class. How to give them this
grounding, this base, when they are the only raw
beginner in the class?

Iona Ellis
Iona began Aikido in 1995 at Aston University and
now trains at Ei Mei Kan in Birmingham. In
December 2005, she was promoted to 1st dan. In
recent years, she has been a frequent visiting
instructor at Warwick University.

In my professional life, the principles I have learned
in Aikido have helped me progress and achieve
success. When I have been studying, I have needed
to have focus and discipline. When I meet clients, I
have an awareness (posture, space, attitude) and am
able to perceive the messages which continuously
pass between two people. In my work I must
prioritise, but focus on each task one at a time, and
breathe! In times of pressure, just being aware of
the physical changes means that I can address them.
Release the tension in your back, drop your
shoulders and breathe!! I can now refocus in about
5 seconds!

A Place Between Towers
(Richard Hart)
When I first went to Aston University in the autumn
of 1981, like many others I attended the freshers’
fair, to see what clubs and organisations were
available. I was keen on learning a martial art as I
had studied judo at school. I came across the Aikido
Club stall, and spoke to the very pleasant individual
who was signing people up. This person turned out
to be Chris Mooney, who went on to be my Sensei
for the next three years. I also chose to join the
Fencing club, which was without doubt more
combative and competitive. With hindsight I think
the yin of Aikido and the yang of Fencing
complemented each other well. In terms of weapon
use I was exposed to art and method, philosophy and
practice, and my style in each benefited from each.
I did not realise it, but on my first session I
committed something of a faux pas. As I had
recently left home to start my studies in Birmingham
I found that I did not posses any sports kit, apart
from a pair of swimming trunks. I duly turned up at
the dojo clad in nothing but those. Despite feeling
very exposed and quite foolish I took part in the full
session. It was only at the end that Chris took me to
one side and gently suggested that I wear something

Also the physical aspects of the training have helped
me; just getting out and doing something physical is
a great release from mental pressures. When you
have someone coming at you with shomen-uchi you
cannot be worrying about the next exam or all the
report you need to do tomorrow!
Being part of the Aikido community is also
important to my life. Chatting with good friends
also brings enjoyment and a little perspective in
times of pressure.
I have had so many new experiences that I never
though I would have. I have travelled to different
countries to train and experienced different cultures
and attitudes. I have good friends in many countries.
My Aikido training is also like ‘self-study’ for me.
This was not my intention, but this is how it
9
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have also kept the sense that martial arts are an
important aspect of a young person’s development,
as it is possible to learn many good lessons from the
underlying philosophies. For example, although my
son does not practice Aikido, he has achieved 1st dan
in Tang Soo Do, a Korean art that incorporates
Chinese, Korean and Japanese styles. I am sure that
his moral, emotional and physical development has
benefited from this, and that the lessons he learns
will stay with him long into the future, as they have
for me.
Richard Hart
Richard began Aikido at Aston University in 1981
and graduated in 1984. He now lives in Kettering.
Chris Mooney Shihan and Ian Grubb Sensei conducting
examinations at Warwick University. March 2007. [MK]

Beyond the Dojo
(Andy Tonks)

more appropriate. I made very sure that I acquired
my Gi fairly soon after that.
My favourite sessions were Sunday mornings. On
warm summer days we would practise on the grass
outside the sports hall on the campus, and during
these sessions we focused on jo and bokken
techniques. I made an effort to attend all the classes,
except for a gap during my second year, and made it
to most of the Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday
sessions. There was always a warm family feeling
within the club which made it a relaxing
environment to train in, yet one in which you did
your best for the sake of your fellow practitioners.
Part of the appeal of the art was that I was
introduced to different aspects of another way of
life. It was not just about learning moves and forms,
katas and one-steps. The ethos of an entire culture
was instilled into everything we did. Iaido, massage,
meditation and breathing were all incorporated into
the classes, and all these were part of understanding
the art we practised. Chris was not averse to
developing good relations with the other martial arts
clubs at the University, and this also helped us as
students by showing how other people went about
learning their art. Some attempts at this were more
successful than others, in particular the good
relationship between the Aikido Club and the
Shotokan Karate Club. I attended their training
sessions once or twice, and one or two of their
students did the same in a sort of informal exchange
programme.
But all this took place over twenty years ago. So
what remains? For me, I think the aspiration to live
a life of harmony has never left me, although in
reality I fall short almost every day. But the seed
was planted and is still trying to break into the light!
I think this is true of every ex-aikidoka I have met. I

Twenty-two years ago, I found myself kneeling in a
line with similarly uncomfortable beginners ready
to start training in Aikido. To this day I don’t quite
know how I got from schoolboy fantasies of Bruce
Lee kick ass moves to signing up for Aikido classes
at a freshers’ fair during my first weeks at
university. A lot of water has passed under the
bridge since those days but when I look at the person
I am today I have to acknowledge the part Aikido
played.
Aikido makes much of the formality and discipline
engrained in traditional Japanese culture to give
structure to its classes and teaching methods. It’s a
formula that we Westerners don’t always find easy
to adapt to since it’s based on deep respect for others
whereas our culture has often been criticised for
heavy promotion of competitive win/lose attitudes.
I’m not saying there’s anything wrong with
competition but I do think many of us carry it into
parts of our lives to which it doesn’t naturally
belong.
Aikido is one of the few martial arts that actively
seek to teach its students how to be on the receiving
end of superior physical power without getting
damaged. It’s a valuable lesson that things don’t
always go your way and when they turn against you,
your physical and mental flexibility are key to your
survival. So it is in life.
Muscles can be trained relatively quickly and easily
and the results seen and measured. I certainly got fit
and strong doing Aikido.
Competitive arts and
sports provide black and white feedback on your
abilities – one winner and one loser. Aikido, by
contrast, seeks to take those who let it on a life-long
journey of growth in an environment rarely afforded
10
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us in the worlds of work and relationships.
When I was starting life at university I needed to
grow stronger, I was conscious of many flaws and
weaknesses and I needed something to develop my
confidence and sense of personal well-being. I
found it in Aikido training.
Aikido is presented as a Way of Harmony and this
posed huge challenges to my view of myself and the
world. I came to realise that almost everything that
causes problems training in Aikido is the result of
some preconception or physical preference that
skews the range of responses you can offer to a
situation. The more rigidly I held onto an idea of
how something should be, the more I felt a complete
absence of Harmony, and this was deeply unsettling.
The same goes for many other life situations too.
The core effect of Aikido was to perpetually
challenge me to examine my own beliefs and
preferences in order to ‘free’ up my ability to
respond.
It’s this supportive process of self
discovery that is the valuable gift Aikido can offer.
As the saying goes:
“If you always do what you always did, you always
get what you always got.”
For me, the process that Aikido started has
continued and has helped me grow professionally
and personally. After all, for most normal, balanced
human beings, the number of times you need to call
on honed, martial skills as a matter of survival are
few, if not nil. After twenty-plus years of making
my way in the world I can say with some confidence
that for most normal, balanced human beings the
times you may need to call on an inner strength, to
react well under pressure and even to survive tough
periods in your work and relationships, will far
exceed the number of times you need to use your
muscles. For me, Aikido was integral to the
formation of the character that I have relied on when
things get tough and the journey it set me upon
continues to this day.

An Expression of Harmony
(Yiannis Papargyris)
Or:
The Kick Boxer, the Mental Duck and the Fat
Greek: A Methodological Analysis of
Contemporary Findings on the Relationship
between High Blood Pressure and Martial
Arts Training
Almost eight years after I started Aikido at the
University of Warwick, I was asked to contribute a
piece to this publication. What do I have to say
about Aikido? What is there to be said or written
about Aikido? As with any “deep” art, linearity,
reason and structurality – qualities which are
generally essential in written language – seem to be
irrelevant, possibly absent. The chasm between
experience and communication seems to be too great
for anything to be worth writing.
The
inexpressibility of any Real experience, of a singular
“moment of truth” is unsurpassable, and I have no
reason to try and overcome it.
I started training at the University of Warwick under
David Cope Sensei. His passion for the Art will stay
with me forever. Eight years on, I am a first kyu,
preparing for my shodan examination. Never before
in my Aikido path have I felt so exposed, so
inadequate, almost desperate. Never before has my
practice felt so futile and empty, my form full of
gaps and misunderstandings, my mind confused and
distracted. I gave up trying to comprehend my
Aikido practice a long time ago.
What am I doing, then? Why am I still training? I
see in Aikido an expression of harmony, of

Andy Tonks
An Englishman, Andy began Aikido at Birmingham
University in 1985. He now lives in Birmingham
and continues to sit zazen at Ei Mei Kan.

Chris Mooney Shihan with Yiannis Papargyris (uke) at
Warwick. March 2007. [MK]
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completion, of which I seek to become a witness, a
bearer, a part. It is merely a vision. Nevertheless,
the Way entails scarce fragments of realness,
microscopic fibres of truth. The ones I had the
fortune to come across in my practise, have instilled
in me faith, deep enough to keep me going so far.
With some luck, it will last me eight more years…

see things in you that you have been blind to and
they set out to clear the darkness so you can see. I
am forever grateful to Sensei Mooney for the path I
have been shown. My training has had a deep
impact on my life and the friends I have made along
the way have all got something in common, whether
it be the philosophy, the improvements we make, the
receipt of pain and coming out the other end, or just
the practice of Aikido. We are in a unique group
and are proud to be so.

Yiannis Papargyris
Hailing from Greece, Yiannis began Aikido in 2000
at Warwick and continued his training at Ei Mei
Kan after moving to Birmingham. He is ranked 1st
kyu and is a frequent visiting instructor at Warwick.

Aikido is one of the best discoveries I have made in
my life.
Buzz Lawyer

Aikido and University
(Buzz Lawyer)

Buzz began Aikido at Aston University in 1991 and
graduated in 1995. He holds the rank of 2nd kyu.

When I joined university, it was an ideal time for me
to take up a martial art, as I wouldn’t be the only one
doing so. I went along during freshers’ week to see
all the clubs and societies available at Aston
University. There were three martial arts clubs to
choose from; Karate, Ju-jitsu and Aikido. The only
name I knew was Karate, and I didn’t really want to
join that. So it was going to be Ju-jitsu or Aikido.
The choice was simple, Aikido also had weapons
you would learn to use. I followed my instincts and
signed up. I have never looked back since that day.

What Did Martial Arts Ever
Teach Me? (Gordon Wills)
I have just spent the last 10 years in the Army
learning, practising and implementing the military
arts in places like Bosnia, Kosovo and Iraq. Being
martial (or military) minded has been my aim and
that of my peers in order to serve our country, our
generals and most importantly our men. Before that
I spent three years as a member of Warwick
University Aikido Club (and by extension Ei Mei
Kan). In that I sought a different type of martial
awareness, but one that was and will be just as
relevant to my (and your) life.

Starting university was thrilling enough, and then
there was joining Aikido. Right from the start, it
seemed like a good fit for me. We were taught the
basics and practised the techniques. In time we
thought we mastered the techniques, only to learn
there were more subtleties to apply and more to
learn. And this is the way it carried on, always
challenging, always adding a new aspect you hadn’t
seen before.

In accepted western military philosophy action and
thought is split into a scale dependant on its nature.
The scale runs from tactical through operational and
strategic to grand strategic. It is perhaps best
thought of as tactical being the fighting; the
operational being the direct co-ordination of the
tactical and the strategic as being the establishment
of aims and objectives and drawing large arrows on
small maps. Grand strategic is the realm of the
politician and the coalition.

Towards the end of my university life, I realised
something one day. I was far more confident in
myself and in how I dealt with events than I had ever
been previously. I feel this has been mainly due to
my practice of Aikido and the philosophies I have
picked up from it. It comes down to the saying, feel
good in yourself and you will feel good about
everything else. The sense of achievement you get,
even for the split second when everything clicks
together in your practice is tremendous. Whilst a lot
of what you achieve is down to your own practice,
there is the element added by your Sensei, without
whom none of it would be possible.

In Aikido all these levels are all captured in the
individual. The basis of Aikido is centre and Irimi
Ikkyo. At all levels of oriental war fighting
philosophy are the same two principles. The
individual must maintain centre and enter with the
simplest action that results in decisive effect. He
must be ready if action one fails to switch to action
two without hesitation and accepting in the sacrifice
of those areas of his body already committed. He
continually considers his fighting, his coordination
and his desired outcome from this engagement. The
same multi-layered thinking is in commanders of

Your Sensei, whoever he or she may be, is the one
that makes it possible for you to realise the potential
you have hidden in you. From the outset, they will
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bodies of Aikidokas or in our case that of our Sensei.

their choices. The forth dimension is respect for
yourself – this is the hardest of all. To strike a
balance between self-centred arse covering and
doormat like lackey to all is difficult. You should
offer respect without being asked but you should
demand it in return and always be ready to change
your mind about someone (including yourself).

What is this idiot talking about? – Oh I hear you
lament. I suppose in one sense you are right, in
modern western warfare, as in life, the concepts of
sword wielding blindly obedient warriors from
medieval Japan might loose their significance. But
there are still lessons to learn. When contemplated
at a high level then these lessons have made me a
better soldier and better person. My western mind
sees these lessons as the tactical – my self and my
actions; the operational – my spirit and beliefs; and
the strategic – my philosophies and existence.

My own sense of self-respect comes from a feeling
of having done the right thing; integrity. Being
unimpeachable in all your undertakings will earn
you the respect of all around you. It will also (in the
long run) make you popular and valued. The trust
people will place upon you if you have integrity will
rightly make you feel amazing. There is nothing
better then knowing that in a tight situation you are
the person people turn to as you will do the right
thing. Self respect, integrity and the trust of others
will give you the confidence to truly value yourself.

University was for me – as I am certain it is for you
– a strange experience. It was my opportunity to
grow up and that was a hard lesson learned. I spent
my time in equal measures drunk, on exercise with
the local Territorial Army (seriously cut me and I
bleed camouflage), in a psychosis of fear and
misunderstanding and being beaten black and blue
by David Cope Sensei, Chris Mooney Sensei,
Davinder Sensei and Matt Sempai as well as many
others. You will note that left little time for any
academic application – oops.

These values were taught to me while sitting Seiza
and having Sensei move me into correct posture;
while being flung across Tatami as Uke; while
drinking beer after class; while being invited back to
reunions after 10 years. In this way Aikido helped
me define and build the self (or raw material) which
is the foundation of all my actions.

Aikido was a very good escape because it kept
things simple. Stand here, step like this, bend there,
enter and annihilate your adversary. Easy. But also
in these periods of calm clarity I was able to see
respect, integrity, concentration, assertiveness,
ruthlessness, humility, dedication and above all
martial spirit. My teachers became as heroes
amongst men. These were the qualities that I
sought; these qualities would give me calm clarity.
As always though there is more to it than that,
greater subtleties which have to be experienced to be
learned.

The martial spirit is captured in western military
philosophy as the principles of war which are:
1. Selection and maintenance of the aim.
2. Maintenance of morale.
3. Offensive action.
4. Flexibility.
5. Concentration of force/firepower.
6. Cooperation at all levels.

Respect is a difficult word these days, corrupted and
devalued by overuse out of context. The concept
though still lives on. Respect is one of the central
tenants of the Army’s code of conduct. As such I
have given lessons on it to recruits and my soldiers
at various times in the last 10 years. It goes hand in
glove with loyalty and they should be offered
together.
Respect (as with loyalty) has four
dimensions; respect for your seniors – this is not
always easy to do as it is not always easy to tell who
your seniors are. Respect for your subordinates – it
is not fashionable in this day to accept that you have
subordinates, but you do. In Aikido it is clear who
your subordinates are, in life again it is harder to tell,
but you have achieved the correct level of respect if
ordinarily they cannot tell. Respect for your peers –
this is in fact easy and very natural, simply be
accepting of your friends despite and because of

7. Economy of effort (a personal favourite).
8. Surprise.
9. Security.
10. Sustainability.
Analyse that against your lessons from Aikido and
you will see the commonality between the Martial
Art and the Military Art. These principles, along
with the martial spirit of our teachers, give us a good
template or measuring stick to assess our Aikido or
war fighting against.
Contemplation of all your actions/decisions in life
requires a similar ability to discern the value of what
we have done or decided. In the tactical space this is
achieved by measuring it against your integrity. But
this is not enough. It is of course essential that your
13
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decisions and actions are morally correct else our
self image is in danger. However to truly believe in
what you are doing then your purpose must be to
add value. I have used, and will use in the future, a
combination of the clinical principles of war and the
more esoteric martial spirit to define where that
value exists.

Buy me a beer and I will tell you all about it, where
it started, where it is now and where I hope it is
going.
Gordon Wills
Gordon was a member of the University of Warwick
Aikido Club from 1995 to 1998, and served as
President from 1997 to 1998.

Where I deem that that I am adding value, I allow
the full force of my determination, assertiveness,
ruthlessness and martial spirit drive me forward
(Irimi). Where no value is to be added the full force
of my humility, respect, integrity and martial spirit
allows me to look again and find a different route in
(Tenkan). Thus the operational level is taken care
of, my beliefs drive my actions.

Aikido: My Constant
Companion (Helen Joannidi)
Aikido has been with me my whole life. As a child,
I watched my mother and father train in Ki-Aikido
in the dojo, and would sometimes be allowed to join
in the exercises. I began to train in Aikido when I
was 18 in the dojo at Warwick University, and my
instructor was Sensei Dave Cope. I had not seen
Aikikai before, and was a bit intimidated by the
more martial aspect of the traditional style of
Aikido. However, I was determined to train –
mainly because when I grew up I had always wanted
to be a Jedi, and I was convinced that Aikido was
the best way to achieve this! (My twin brother and I
had been Star Wars geeks as children!) I spent my
three years at Warwick training either at the
University dojo or at the first Ei Mei Kan in
Digbeth, where I met Sensei Chris Mooney.
Needless to say, as I had been intimidated by the
Warwick dojo, I was terrified in Digbeth! It was full
of students who were all higher grades than me,
quite a few dan grades, and these people trained
hard! The atmosphere
was always exciting
and everyone seemed
very dedicated to their
training. I think my
early
Aikido
experiences stood me in
good stead for training
in other dojos later on.
The etiquette that I
learned in those first
few years has always
meant that I have been
accepted into other
dojos and respected.

The philosophical level is harder to fathom. Some
call it having character. Some call it leadership. For
some it is simply the product of experience. For me
it is a little of all. Still now my philosophy is not
fully defined. I dare not meditate on it, as some do,
for I may obsess about the fact I draw a blank.
Conversely I cannot afford to ignore it as else my
action would be meaningless.
Did Warwick Aikido make me this man I am today?
No. “Thank heavens,” you all say, “else I might
become a pontificating idiot, too.” Did Warwick
Aikido make me this man I am today? Yes. “Thank
heavens,” you all say, “there is hope for me and my
beleaguered mind yet.” Warwick Aikido was a step
on the journey, a helpful step in my case. It was the
first time I really knew I was even on the journey.

Gaku Oinuma and Xenofon Motsenigos with the Warwick Aikido class of 2004. [JH]
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teaching from Sensei
Dave Cope and Sensei
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camaraderie of my
fellow trainees in the
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the
other
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memories that I carry from my early Aikido training
are from my first summer school in Wiltshire! I had
heard all about the experience of summer school, but
I was still blown away by the intensity of the
experience and by Chiba Sensei’s teaching! I
attended my most recent summer school in 2006,
and I must say that I was just as nervous about that
one!

and walking off with a clutch of photocopied
etiquette and belt-tying guides.
From the first moment of the first class I knew I had
come to the right place. There was a serious
atmosphere in the dojo. No talking and all of us
beginners seemed to know what to do without being
told, just silently following the senior students.
Dave Cope Sensei was teaching and his clear,
simple, direct movements seemed powerful, almost
dangerous. We were drilled in tai sabaki and given
homework to do, Dave Sensei constantly focusing us
on the three C’s – Contact, Centering and
Commitment.
Naturally we retired to the Students Union after
class – gathering in the bar was part of university
life and Aikido was no exception! This was the
scene of many deep, learned discussions. In the
middle of one particularly philosophical debate
Gordon cried out triumphantly, “aha, but what if my
God doesn’t have eyes!?” As president I felt it was
my duty to ensure these sessions were properly
attended, this being why I was so often found in the
bar even on days when there was no training, such
was my dedication. This often made Saturday
morning classes particularly hard going.

Since leaving Warwick dojo, I have trained in many
dojos and with many different Aikido federations in
Devon, Bristol, Norfolk, Dubai, Durham and North
Wales. I think it is fair to say that my knowledge
and experience of Aikido is broad rather than
narrow! I have never lived anywhere long enough to
consolidate Aikido experience with one teacher, but
I have learned something from everyone I have
trained with. However, they say that you never
forget your first Sensei, and I like to think that I
have taken the spirit of my early training with me
wherever I go. In new dojos, people are always
giving me tips on how to correct my technique so
that I train in line with what they emphasise, but
they generally always like my ukemi!
I suppose, then, that it is fair to say that Aikido has
been my constant companion. I would especially
like to thank Sensei Chris Mooney for being so
inspirational in his teaching that I continued to go to
Digbeth despite being scared out of my wits! I am
always struck when I return by how dedicated the
Warwick students are, and I am glad that I was one
of them once! I always receive a warm welcome
when I return, and I sense that this is the case with
any past student, so I am looking forward (not
without a healthy dose of nerves!) to joining in with
their training once more…..
So, Aikido has always been a constant companion,
and I hope that it will be for many years to come!
Helen Joannidi
Helen joined the Warwick Aikido group in 1995 and
graduated in 1998; she holds the rank of 4th kyu.

Beginnings (Luke Scurr)
Not this, not that. I thought to myself as I wandered
around the Warwick Students Union during the
annual Sports Fair. Not Jujitsu, not Karate, but then
what? Luckily my mind was made up for me by
Gordon Wills, then president of the Aikido Club – I
was later to fill his rôle but never his boots! After
being subjected to Gordon’s persuasive approach to
recruitment (or press-ganging as it used to be
known) I found myself signing up, paying my dues,

Tom Tam (l.) and Luke Scurr (r.) at British Birankai
Spring Sesshin. May 2007. [IE]
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The same atmosphere and sense of power were
present though amplified when we gi-less beginners
first shuffled nervously on to the mat at “The Dojo”,
Ei Mei Kan.
The frosty industrial estate in
Birmingham with pillars down the middle of the
room was a far cry from the comforts of the familiar
sports centre activity room! But seeing Dave Sensei
take ukemi for Chris Mooney Sensei was a
revelation – “so this is what we are supposed to be
doing!”. It was clear that here was the source of
everything we had been studying at Warwick. The
stuttering lines of our homework given vibrant,
dynamic life on the mat.
The members of Warwick Aikido Club have been
extremely privileged to have Sensei watching over
us for so many years – now more than ever with
Sensei teaching on campus.
I’m constantly
reminded of this foundation, the legacy of all the
hard work Sensei has invested, by the new Warwick
Aikido Club jerseys I see at summer school every
year. With what felt like personal attention to our
individual training and an uncompromising
intensity, Sensei has continually driven us forward,
inspiring us to work harder, to free our bodies, to
never be complacent. “Don’t get hit! Move your
body! Wake up!” Hai Sensei. Hai!
Luke Scurr
Originally from New Zealand, Luke started Aikido
at Warwick in 1997 and graduated in 2000. He
served as President for two years from 1998 to
2000. He now lives in London and trains at London
Aikikai (Shinmei-kan), and holds the rank of 2nd kyu.

effects of Aikido training that I believe applies
specifically to those with an academic lifestyle.
Like many students, I frequently found myself under
a great deal of academic pressure. After having
spent a day working hard but achieving little, and
with imminent deadlines, I would often ask myself
whether I could really afford to give a part of my
evening to Aikido training. The fact that I usually
chose to train anyway is not surprising – university
students are actively encouraged to take part in
sporting activities to complement their academic
studies.
However, after experimenting with various sporting
activities, I began to wonder whether I really was
complementing my academic study or just spending
time doing something fun and physically
challenging.
I noticed that competition-based
activities shifted my focus towards defeating an
opponent rather than towards an understanding of
myself, whereas purely physical exercise lacked the
mental, spiritual and emotional substance that I
needed as part of a healthy training routine.
By way of contrast, the Aikido classes that I attend
are conducted in a formal manner, without
competition. They encourage a diligent study of the
self through techniques and exercises based on
natural movements. There is rarely a need to
differentiate between physical, mental, spiritual and
emotional aspects of training because one is
encouraged to train oneself as an integrated whole.
For this reason, I found that Aikido serves to redress
the balance that can be disrupted by the
predominantly academic pressures of a university
lifestyle. Over time, I became aware that I was
finishing training in a more natural state – the
unnecessary stress that I had created for myself was

A Reflection on my
Experience of Aikido at
University (Luke Davis)
University was the perfect place for me to begin my
study of Aikido. I realise now how fortunate we are
that university clubs place within easy reach of
young and open-minded people an entry point into
an art which is still relatively unknown in British
culture. With an average student turnaround time of
just three years, the renewed energy and spirit that is
cultivated and shared each year by those who choose
to commit to training is what keeps a university club
alive.
There are many research-based sources detailing the
numerous and profound benefits of martial arts
training.
I can only offer observations from
individual experience, and while the written word is
no substitute for the deeply personal experience of
training itself, I would like to address just one of the

Clockwise from left: Simon Lynn, Josh Hill, Luke Davis,
Chris Howlin, Tom Roberts and Graeme Miller.
Switzerland, 2005. [JH]
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gone, allowing me to concentrate on my academic
work in a more productive way. This is why Aikido
was the perfect art to complement my academic
study.

meet-and-greet to introduction you are bombarded
with opportunities. Many seem excellent, but they
all ask you to devote large chunks of your time.
Suddenly you’re left with only three or four options
that fit your timetable. So much for the freedom
promised in the prospectus!
Exactly what choices bring each new student to the
Sports Centre on the first Friday afternoon in
October to try Aikido is a mystery. You can ask, but
they don’t seem to know. Is it just another taster
session on their list? They are often non-committal
– as if being there was just a happy consequence of
the busy timetable they were given on Monday. To
be honest I think they are trying to work out if
they’ve got time for Aikido.
In the treasure trove of Asian wisdom there are lots
of great one-liners that condense big ideas into small
words. However, when those new students come to
Aikido and start moving their bodies I think they
start with one common sensation – the feeling that
they are discovering something fundamental
standing in their bare feet. What else should you
feel about an art that teaches you how to sit down,
get up and stand?
This feeling is something we connect to in practice,
not every session, or even every week, but when we
do, we don’t forget. Our memories are snapshots of
sensation – moments of mind. Most of the time we
are not aware of our internal camera, but some
moments are so clear you can feel your mind’s eye
developing like film. In the rarer moments of clarity
I imagine we can glimpse the world as it is, without
layers of conscious thought wrapping it up into an
idea, into a model of reality. I imagine we can
glimpse the ‘uncreated reality’.
My favourite one-liner is “Don’t get hit!”, Sensei’s
favourite during weapons practice. It is a comfort
that my memory of learning so much is coloured by

On reflection, my experience of Aikido at university
is best described by the memories that I have from
this valuable time: memories of looking inwards
when everything outside was changing, of travelling
with friends, of new cultures, and of facing some of
my own fears and insecurities and then letting them
go. It is because of these experiences that I find
myself, at this moment, truly at the beginning of my
Aikido journey.
Luke Davis
An Englishman, Luke started Aikido at Warwick in
2002 and graduated in 2006. He now lives in
Gloucester and still trains at Ei Mei Kan. In 2007,
he was promoted to 3rd kyu.

Something I Will Always
Remember... (Joo Hymn Tan)
Learning Aikido is one of the things I will always
remember about my time at Warwick. I was amazed
at how easily everyone treated the top floor of the
sports centre with respect, because it was our dojo,
to the extent that when I went there for other
reasons, it felt strange not to bow before entering
and leaving the room. Learning Aikido has given
me an awareness of “zanshin” and “ma-ai”, or
rather, my lack thereof! The Aikido teachers have
also left strong impressions on me, with their
strength and gentleness, openness, friendliness and
absolute passion to teach and share all things Aikido.
People like Ian Grubb, Chris Mooney, Windy
(Dave) etc were some of the nicest people I’ve ever
met.
Joo Hymn Tan
Joo Hymn trained with the Warwick Aikido group in
1990 under Grubb Sensei, and still stays in touch
with some of the “old guard”.

Just Pick What You Want from
the List (Josh Hill)
Leaving school life behind, you look forward to
living in a free thinking university of like-minded
people where you can pursue what you really enjoy.
However, the first week at your venerable institution
consists entirely of picking what you want to do
from lists and lists of choices. As you go from

Warwick Aikido’s visit to Athens Aikikai, Greece.
December 2005. [JH]
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him, his humour, movement and turn of phrase. Just
hearing his voice on the phone makes me think I’m
learning something again. My memory is filled with
snapshots: receiving a movement, realising an
intention, and the joy of landing my partner exactly
where I wanted! However, what also joins these
memories is the feeling that I was watching myself.
As I moved I didn’t stop and decide what to do next,
the movement flowed unconsciously – it happened
as I watched.
In the wide world beyond university there are lots of
choices to make every day. And the ever-growing
pressures on your time never diminish. Ultimately
you don’t have time to stop, make a list and try each
option. You have to keep moving. There is nothing
worse than wasting time wondering if you made the
right choice. Who would have thought a happy
accident on a Friday afternoon that taught me how to
sit, get up and stand would prepare me for today?
Josh Hill
Josh came to Warwick in 2001, having tried Aikido
before then and even visited Hombu Dojo in Tokyo,
Japan. He served as President for the 2004–05
academic year. In 2006, he left Warwick for
London, and holds the rank of 4th kyu.

the first years to full mats twice a week and now,
with this monumental seminar, the dojo feels alive
with enthusiasm. There are so many factors which
make this work, from the guidance and training of
Sensei, to the tireless efforts of Szevone and her
team to get everyone involved. Finally, all this
would be in vain without such a vibrant new intake
into the club. With everybody moving in the same
direction like this, it is difficult to resist.
Throughout my time here, the dojo has been a
foundation for many of my endeavours. The amount
of effort that Mooney Sensei puts into each student
is difficult to appreciate until you realise that you are
about to lose it. I started off training here as a
weepy eighteen year old, with my head in the clouds
somewhere between the heavens and the earth. In
the meantime I have learnt to move my body a little
more coherently, but what I have gained the most is
a clarity and an extension of my spirit, steered in the
right direction by Sensei and my fellow students. I
know that now is my time to leave and make a mark
on the world, and wherever I go I shall be grounded
by Aikido. I owe it to myself and all those that have
put an effort into my development to carry that spirit
of the silkworm with me.
I look forward to training with you all this weekend.

Spinning Silk (Chris Howlin)

Chris Howlin

Recently our dojo had a visit from Ken Pearson
Sensei. After observing for most of the class, he led
us on a short tour of body conditioning. When we
were in the bar afterwards, he related to me a story
about a time when he was in France: he stayed in a
former cocoon room, part of the now defunct native
silk industry. Imaging the process of how a
silkworm produces its thread, he commented on the
way in which a larva works silently to produce a
beautiful and strong fibre. He said that in our class
he could see the same principle at work, and had
henceforth named us the ‘Silkworms’. Far be it
from me to comment on the quality of our silk, but
as I come to the end of my time at the University, I
realise that I have been part of something that I will
take with me as I travel along my path.

Chris began Aikido at Warwick in 2004 and now
holds the rank of 4th kyu. He served as President for
the 2005–06 academic year.

First Impressions Last a Long
Time (Rob Evans)
For many years I had wanted to study a martial art, I
don’t know why I hadn’t ever given it a go, probably
family and work commitments that had held me
back. Then at the age of 36, I had a few major
changes in my life, divorce, coming out and the start
of a new relationship, I found myself working at
Warwick University and in need of some activities
to fill my time. I looked into the martial arts
available to the students. I read through the blurb to
all of them and couldn’t decide which of the 15 or so
available would be most appropriate. So I decided
to start at the top of the list and give them all a go:
alphabetically Aikido was the first and the training
times were the most suitable too! So this old guy,
twice the age of the other students, turns up for a
taster class. 2 hours later, my legs aching from
sitting on my knees and my body aching from trying
to keep up with the youngsters, and I was hooked! I

When I first came to training, just shortly after I
joined the University, I knew that there was
something compelling in that room. It has taken
almost four years to get an appreciation of what that
is. By its nature a university club has a very high
turnover of students, with only the most dedicated
choosing to remain in the system as postgraduates.
In my period with Mooney Sensei, there has been a
tangible change in the spirit of the dojo. From
struggling to keep up attendance, and cash flow, in
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don’t know what it was but the feeling in this room I
now know as the ‘dojo’ was something special. I
never did get to try any of the others, Aikido felt the
right one for me!

had no idea of what a large rôle Aikido was going to
play in my life. I certainly didn’t have the sense that
I have now that Aikido – and many other martial arts
and studies – can make a great contribution to the
life of a young person, even in the three or four
years of a university degree course. In my view, that
“certain something” and the life contribution are
linked by a sense of depth. This sense or feeling of
depth is, for me, a very personal and visceral feeling,
difficult to communicate in spoken or written words,
but the occasion demands that I at least try to do so.

I still remember that first class quite vividly, being
taught by this funny little man in big blue trousers
who everybody kept bowing to and calling ‘Sensei’,
I remember training with Tom Roberts, Luke Davis
and Chris Howlin (there were other people there but
for some reason I remember these three), the way
that everybody worked together, the camaraderie,
the shared enjoyment and the energy will be
something I remember for a long time. Not long
after I started training at Ei Mei Kan – one session a
week was just not enough – where that same energy
could be felt.

At the close of the recent Birankai International Zen
Sesshin, Chris Mooney Sensei spoke of how he
misses the sense of sangha (community) generated
during Sesshin after it is over. That’s a sentiment
with which I strongly agree: I love that feeling of
real, genuine, deep friendship. In Zen, as in Aikido,
we are fortunate to be surrounded by friends with
whom we can experience a sense of real connection
while we engage in a hard study of ourselves. This
friendship transcends many (all?) personal, cultural
and national barriers; it goes very deep; it even
deserves to be called love (agape for those who
prefer the Greek term); but it is rarely put into
words – at least by us stiff-upper-lip Brits. This
depth is what caught my attention as I sat down to
write this article.

Some two and a half years later I definitely enjoy
my training more than I did on that first day but it
has given me more than just the physical benefits
that I thought it would. I have met some very
special people who’s friendship I will hopefully
have for years to come.
So, to the funny little man in the big blue trousers: I
thank you for the time and dedication you put into
your Aikido and the caring way in which you treat
each of your students as an individual, continually
pushing each of us to do that bit more that we did
the week before. (I also value the five minute
conversations on the way to and from the railway
station; I have learned so much about the man
inside the hakama.)

Aikido, Zen... like life itself, these practices are not
easy. They require long, unceasing effort and often
a willingness to go through some bad times in order
to cultivate one’s self. I have been lucky in that I
have been supported by truly loving friends – even
though their companionship and support is often

To the many students I have had the privilege to
train with in the UK and in San Diego but especially
those I train with week-in-week-out here at the
University and that I now class as close friends: I
thank you too for your commitment to our Aikido
and for the energy which each one of you give to me
each time we train.
Rob Evans
Rob began Aikido at Warwick in 2005. He has
served as one of the “unofficial exec” almost since
the beginning, and was promoted to 4th kyu in 2007.

Seeds are the Best Gift
(Tim Sullivan)
My personal journey in Aikido began in the autumn
of 2000. Like many others down the years, my
attention was caught by a “certain something” at the
stall at freshers’ fair and at the first class with David
Cope Sensei the next evening. At the beginning, I

Tim Sullivan and Alfie Ramshaw (uke) at Warwick.
March 2007. [MK]
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non-verbal. Both the study and the friendship run
deep; neither can be treated superficially. In the
modern world, all of us, especially we young adults
at the start of a career path, are under a tremendous
amount of pressure to get on with it, to perform –
ultimately, to burn out, reaching a mid-life crisis in
which our failure to to have really connected with
the universe (i.e., our selves) comes crashing down
with a great weight. In the meantime, it’s so
tempting to subsist on a diet of “manageable” soundbites of news; to cross the road on the way to work
plugged into my iPod, blocking out the outside
reality. (That’s not to say that enjoying music
doesn’t have an important place in a full life!)

served as President from 2002 to 2004, and
currently holds the rank of 3rd kyu.

If I can interpret all my hard times on the mats and
the meditation cushion in one go (a dangerous
proposition at best), it would be to say that I’m
learning that superficiality and blocking out don’t
work in Aikido; they don’t work in Zen; they don’t
work in any thorough pursuit; they don’t work in
life. From what I can see, if the teaching of Aikido
in universities accomplishes anything, then it is this:
to plant a seed in people, to sound an insistent call to
wake up and live life at depth, not superficially. It is
a calling to a life-long study. Paradoxically, the
more that I (try to) walk this path, the more that I
feel myself to be just beginning. I “fail” many times
every day, but I passionately believe that there are
few better gifts that I – or any young person – could
have been given.

“Remembering all the techniques I have ever done,
Sensei.”

Sensei Said... A True Story
(Milena Kremakova)
Sensei Mooney once asked us: “What is the hardest
thing in Aikido?”
“Conditioning, Sensei.”
“Not to give up, Sensei.”
“Keeping focused, Sensei.”

“Dealing with aggression, Sensei.”
“Learning to be a partner with different people,
Sensei.”
“The hardest thing in Aikido is to … But tell me
first, what makes a good teacher?”, Sensei said.
“Good students, Sensei.”
“A good teacher keeps the students engaged,
Sensei.”
“A good teacher explains, Sensei.”
“A good teacher teaches discipline, Sensei.”
“A good teacher … But tell me first, how do you
accept criticism?”, Sensei said.

I am deeply grateful to all those teachers and
students who have worked to cultivate these seeds –
in others and in me, in the past and in years to come.
In particular, to Chris Mooney Sensei – gassho.

“Fairly well, Sensei.”
“Could do better, Sensei.”

Tim Sullivan

“I don’t mind, unless I’m sure I’ve done well,
Sensei.”

A native Briton, Tim began Aikido at Warwick in
2000. He graduated in 2004 and, after a gap year
abroad, returned as a graduate student in 2005. He

“Rather personally, Sensei.”
“It depends on the situation, and takes time to digest,
Sensei.”
“I think am learning, Sensei.”
Sensei walked across the mats and asked: “How are
your knees?”
Everyone was tired of sitting in seiza, but no one
moved.
Then Sensei said: “Tonight you’ll have to learn the 8
suburi. So focus, because you will have no other
chance. Today is your last training session. Walk as
if there were a spade in your back; concentrate as
hard as if there were no tomorrow.”

Milena Kremakova with Michelle Eagles (uke) at British
Birankai Autumn Course in Wishaw, Scotland. October
2007. [TS]

During the warming up, Sensei asked: “What is the
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first law of the dojo?”

Aikido in the first place? I am glad that I took up
Aikido; otherwise I would not have become the
person I am now. The reason why I decide to do
Aikido may be is because I often wonder what
would happen when I want to achieve something but
the condition of my body would not allow me to do
so. It would be very depressing if I could not.
Hence, by learning Aikido I therefore hope when the
situation comes I am capable of achieving the goal.

“Sensei is always right,” someone guessed at once.
“What is the second law then?”
“If in doubt, see the first law.”
After two hours of training I realised we had done
nothing like suburis at all. I also realised something
else: what exactly we had done, didn’t matter at all.
It would all fit into the big picture.

After ten weeks of training, I noticed there have
been many changes that happened to me. By this, I
mean physical as well as mentality. In physical
terms, I have become more aware of my body’s
needs, and starting to listen to the way my body
wishes to react. Instead of suffering the pain, I learn
how to use my body to ease the suffering. Also I’m
starting to be aware that I am in fact quite weak and
vulnerable. For a tall person like me, over the years
I have gained a false sense of strength and
dominance over smaller people. But after taking
Aikido, I understand that strength is not determined
by the size of your body; the large is always
controlled by the small. This also gives me a
different view to the nature of this world; in fact, I
would say Aikido actually taught me some of the
philosophy of life.

Aikido is not about being right. It is about being left,
or right, up, or down, forward or backward,
whatever is most adequate. In fact, Aikido is about
not being fake.
Milena Kremakova
Milena began Aikido in 2004 at home in Bulgaria
and continued with it when she came to Warwick in
2006. She holds the rank of 5th kyu.

Early Impressions (The Class
of 2007–08)
I came to Aikido at Warwick not really knowing
what to expect, having done little sport and no
martial arts before. Aikido is a great way of keeping
moving and keeping coordinated, something many
people stop once they leave school. I enjoy the noncompetitive, non-aggressive philosophy and the
emphasis on the basic forms, right down to the way
to breathe, which is what makes Aikido special as
opposed to other martial arts which have been
modified into sports. I like the way that Aikido is
not a battle between opponents as this allows you to
refine technique, rather than struggle without any
form. The club here at Warwick is very well run
with superb teaching and I am looking forward to
another two years of Aikido. I would certainly
recommend Aikido at Warwick to anyone, no matter
how strong they perceive their ability to be.

What I mean by the philosophy of life is how we
should live our lives. For instance, we do the ukemi
at the beginning of every lesson. Sensei reminds us
that we are not learning to fall; instead we are
learning how to stand back up after falling down.
Remember the times when we were still babies and
were still learning how to walk. We fell but we did
not fear of falling, and we still stand back up again
to continue walking. We learn from our mistake.
However, at present some of us have fallen but
could not stand back up again.
I remember that Sensei once told us that the circle,
triangle and square are the symbols of Aikido. In
my own interpretation, circle is the way of life. We
understand the nature of the circle through ukemi,
use of Bokken and the use of Jo. Circle gives us the
strength and protection, it also indicates that life
does not stop for anyone or anything, it acts like a
circle and continues rolling. If, at this stage of our
life, we continue to ignore our body development
and our mental development, we will be left behind
by continuing advancement. Again, triangle gives
us strength and protection. We apply the shape of
triangle in our posture, which allows us to stand
firmly on the ground and give our opponent a
narrower area to attack in order to reduce our
vulnerability. Also, similar to the use of Bokken,
the strength of the cut is at the tip of the Bokken,

James Lewis
Aikido isn’t the first martial art I have practised, but
it certainly has been the most insightful in terms of
having the most knowledge of how the human body
works, the discipline which conditions the human
mind, and last but not least, it has the most
comprehensive outlook on what life is and how it
should be led.
Lim Phey Wa
I actually don’t know why I decided to do a martial
art as I have never done any until this point in my
life, and sometimes I wonder why did I take up
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you must narrow your aim, in real life, if we wish to
achieve a goal, we must focus on that single aim.
But this does not mean we should focus our mind on
one particular point. Sensei said “when you are
training with sword, if you focus on your opponent’s
sword, that will be the last thing you see”. Aikido
training helped to me to know where to strike and
also increase my awareness of things surrounding
me. It felt as if I have only started re-gaining my
senses through Aikido training

technique. Of course there is still the other half of
training when we act as the uke and the same thing
applies.
This infinite dimension of training is why I think
practice in Aikido is never dull. Other than creating
muscle memory, I have come to appreciate each
training partner’s approach to Aikido while I
improve my own. After all, with ten Aikido
practitioners also come ten facets of Aikido.
Marcel Santiko

The training has indeed been very intense and hard.
But it is definitely worth putting so much time and
effort into it. I have finally found the way of ‘rediscovering’ myself. Thereby, I give my thanks and
appreciation to Sensei. Thank you!

James, Phey Wa, Christopher, David and Marcel
began Aikido at Warwick in the Autumn of 2007 and
took their 6th kyu examinations at Ei Mei Kan in
December 2007.

Christopher Ng

The Last Word (Szevone Chin)

The last two terms of Aikido training have helped
me to develop understanding and control of my
mind and body both inside and outside of the dojo.
This has come about not just through the training but
also through the people I have met and as an
outcome I’ve also made some brilliant friends.

I remember clearly how I met Chris Mooney Sensei.
It was the last Friday of the last academic term in
2003. I had just finished an aerobics class with my
friends. I walked out the room and realised that
there were people in Gi lined up, waiting to get in
the room for their martial art training. There were
two western men dressed fancily in Japanese
clothing standing outside the changing room. I
approached the slightly older man and asked politely
if they were doing Aikido. He said that he was the
instructor and we had a short conversation about
how I learnt about Aikido. As the closure to our
conversation, I said I would be doing Aikido as soon
as the next academic year started. Later on I found
out that Sensei was not convinced, until he saw me
on the mats on the first session of the new year.

Thanks guys, you’re wicked, and remember to keep
breathing!
David Allen
Endless repetition in training is essential in Aikido
just in other martial arts as I found quickly after
starting my training just last year. However I feel
that every time I practise a technique I always learn
something new, whether it is consciously or
subconsciously.
Remembering my childhood
training in Tae Kwon Do, repetition was something
that I felt monotonous especially after being able to
execute a kick without being corrected by the
instructor.

I was born with polycystic kidneys. They don’t
affect me in any way except that I have to be slightly
cautious with my diet and that they have a shorter
life-time in comparison to a healthy individual’s.
However, after a few months I started Aikido, my
dad told me that I should stop immediately.
According to my family’s nephrologist, sports like
Aikido, Judo, American football, Rugby, jogging
et c., give large impact and would damage the veins
in my kidneys and those veins do not regenerate, it
means that my kidneys will die out at an even
quicker rate. I spoke to Sensei about it; whether to
quit Aikido or not, is completely up to me but he
promised he would help me to train at my best if I
decided to stay.

I find that in Aikido, there is a whole dimension of
training that is open for me. Instead of continually
striking an inanimate pad, I learn to work with
another person’s body as well as my own. The
interesting part is when I practice with different
partners they all act differently. Some are softer or
harder than others and they may go down willingly
or with much resistance. This means that I always
have to adapt to the situation and slightly adjust my
techniques depending on the uke. The other day
Mooney Sensei told us that “we never do ikkyo
twice” even though we practise it numerous times.
This reflects that every time we execute a technique,
it is always different than the last time we did it
although they are categorically the same pin or
throw. Thus training in Aikido is never really
repetitive since we never actually repeat the same

My Aikido journey had then officially begun. I
stopped all kind of ukemi, unless I was one hundred
percent confident with it. At first, I felt really
embarrassed sitting at the end of the mats watching
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everyone else doing their ukemi. I felt stupid when I
asked people to stop their techniques right before
they finished completely, before they threw me on
the floor. I felt like an idiot when everyone asked
me why I couldn’t do ukemi and what exactly is
wrong with me. It was difficult telling people the
reason, simply because I looked physically perfect.
It took me a while getting comfortable training with
people from the University dojo, and then slowly
with people from Ei Mei Kan. Sensei always says,
“Not being able to do major falling is one of the
main reasons beginners drop out of Aikido”.
Obviously, this does not apply to all Aikido novices,
not to me anyway.

blue, Sensei said he would love a big Heart Sutra
calligraphy in his new office. I remained silent for a
short while and replied, ‘I don’t know’. When I was
seventeen, I won an award in a Heart Sutra
calligraphy competition organised by a local
Buddhist Society. I remember spending months
practising for it and to complete one Heart Sutra
without making any mistake took at least three
hours. I had never done a Heart Sutra of the size
that Sensei wanted, but I knew it was going to be a
mission and I was not confident that I could do one.
That summer, I spent time looking for rice paper big
enough for the calligraphy, which was not an easy
task these days because no one writes on rice paper
any more. I found a shop which did and sold
basically everything calligraphers and Oriental
traditional painters needed. The owner was also a
specialist in paper framing, he sighed about the
dying art of paper framing and the limited numbers
of people still doing calligraphy. I saw doubt in him
after I told him what I was planning to do with the
rice paper. I took the rice paper back to the shop ten
days after, with the Heart Sutra on it. When I
presented the calligraphy to Sensei, by slowly
rolling it out, his facial expression changed from
eager anticipation to stillness, he was completely
absorbed. I was touched, I knew right away that he
adored it and all the hard work was worth it.

I have never been a very sporty person, back in
school my schoolmates used to gather around to
watch me run in PE, and laughed when I finished
last (every time!). My Aikido journey has been
rather “challenging”. The good thing about my
training is that it is not as physically tiring compared
to other Aikidoka because I do not do certain falling;
well, I am not complaining since I am not the fittest
person ever. The down side about it is that I never
learnt techniques as fast as the others, simply
because I never got the feeling, connection and
contact right without the falling. Sensei has been
very supportive throughout my training and he is
rather protective toward me on the mats. He would
never let anyone force me into doing any ukemi.
However, being used to Sensei’s ‘special care’
certainly didn’t help my training towards my fourth
kyu grading. He was expecting a lot more from me,
hence the shouting started! Unfortunately, my
“getting-ready-for-fourth-kyu” period was also the
University final examination period so there were
many sessions (in a row) when I was the only person
on the mats whom Sensei was shouting at. At one
point, I was so terrified about going to training, I
begged the others come back to the dojo to share the
shouting with me, without taking care of my pride.
After all that practice, I passed without Sensei
shouting at me during the grading, though he did
giggle when I reached up, nearly tip-toeing doing
Shomen-Uchi-Ikkyo with a tall uke. Two months
after that, I went to the British Birankai Summer
School and survived a week of Aikido training.
Maybe I am quite sporty after all!
Soon after I started Aikido, Sensei found out that I
was a calligrapher. He had been longing for a piece
of unique calligraphy and my presence suddenly
seemed to make sense to him, as if fate had brought
me to him. He told me many of his ideas which I
then turned into calligraphy, e.g. poetry of O-Sensei,
famous quotes in Aikido etc. One day, out of the

Szevone Chin preparing grading certificates at a Warwick
Aikido course. March 2007. [MK]
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After I introduced calligraphy to
Sensei, he began to compare
calligraphy to Aikido in training,
to help me understand Aikido
beyond its physical aspect. I spent
seventeen
years
learning
calligraphy.
I understand the
importance of foundation for any
art whether it is martial,
calligraphy, painting or music.
“One should never run before
knowing how to walk”, is a
famous saying back at home.
When I do calligraphy, I never
David Cope Sensei with the Warwick Aikido class of 2004. [JH]
attempted to do anything too fancy
beyond my strength, I am no
on to. However, to build a strong friendship with
master in calligraphy and only wish to present to the new friends is not as easy as it sounds, especially
world what I truly am and can do, no lies and when everyone is from a different background and
pretending. This is why I enjoy suburi work or just culture. Over all these years of Aikido training, I
simply “Irimi-tenkan” in training, because it’s have made many friends. A few of them have
honest and I am no Samurai! People think that I was become close friends of mine, who I have lunch
joking when I said I loved the bokken suburi class, with, told my little secrets to, can count on when I
but they don’t know that I used to practise need a laugh, can reach for when I need help…
calligraphy by filling infinite blank books and used Aikido training has somehow established a certain
newspapers with all kind of dots, lines and strokes. level of trust among us, it has connected us in a very
“Feel the tip, like feeling the tip of the brush in special way, and that takes our friendship to a new
calligraphy, Szevone”, Sensei said in a bokken class. level, some might call it family. The University
Oh dear, I never knew that I could feel the little tip dojo has indeed been a family and become home for
of my brush! Just a few months ago, I sat down many international students. Happy 20th Birthday
quietly in front of my desk, picked up the smallest Warwick Aikido!
brush and started drawing lines. Guess what?!
Szevone Chin
Sensei’s words came back to haunt me. I took a
deep breath, cleared my head and there I was feeling Szevone comes from Malaysia and began her Aikido
the tip of my brush, and wondered who the real study at Warwick in 2003. She is President for the
calligraphy expert was! In some way, Sensei was 2007–08 academic year. In 2007, she was promoted
already there, just one step ahead of me.
to 4th kyu.
Living abroad is not as fun as I thought it would be.
I am only an ordinary girl after all and I get very
emotional every now and then, for good reasons! Credits
During my thesis writing-up period in my master’s Credits for photographs: [AdS] Aikikai de
year, my baby sister had a severe kidney problem. I Strasbourg; [IE] Iona Ellis; [IG] Ian Grubb; [JH]
missed home terribly but I couldn’t leave, knowing Josh Hill; [MK] Milena Kremakova; [TS] Tim
that I wouldn’t want to leave my sister once I had Sullivan.
seen her and I had to complete my master’s degree.
Then after one training session, Sensei led me Other artwork: cover page “Ai-Ki-Do” calligraphy
outside the dojo and asked me how I was. I said I by O-Sensei; Ei Mei Kan kanji/logo courtesy of Ei
was okay. He was not convinced and asked again. I Mei Kan Aikido Dojo; British Birankai (British
said again that I was okay, he then said “ARE YOU Aikikai) logo courtesy of British Birankai (British
Warwick and Warwick Sport logos
SURE?”. I fell silent. He knew the answer was no. Aikikai);
courtesy
of
the
University of Warwick.
I told him what had happened and I started crying,
and trying to hold it back at the same time. Then he Prepared using the OpenOffice.org suite and the
encouraged me, saying that it was okay to let it out GNU Image Manipulation Program.
and there I was crying like a baby! As an
international student friendship is everything I hold © 2008 University of Warwick Aikido Club
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